Individual Flow: Get Into Your Flow Zone
Catapult Your Personal Productivity to Achieve More than You’ve Ever Imagined!
When you are ready to move past your current plateau, amplify your leadership skills, and access the
unlimited power within you, Individual Flow Sessions are proven to deliver.
Mindfulness is your most progressive technology. Tapping into your personal flow unleashes your inner
genius, activates full brain access, and connects you to the infinite potential of your flow zone. This is the
elusive place where science meets mysticism and you reach an altered state (also known as ecstasis)
where studies have shown you can achieve a:
• 200% boost in Creativity
• 490% boost in Learning
• 500% boost in Productivity
This state of mind and way of being gives you the leading edge. You’ve likely caught a glimpse of this when
you were firing on all cylinders at once. When you are in your flow, the fragmented pieces of you converge
so you can harness your energy to meet goals and achieve results. Transcendent leaders lead from their
higher self in an elevated flow of unconscious processing. Lynne Brodie International specializes in getting
you there.
FEATURES
• Silence
• Timelessness
• Motivation
• Sudden Understanding

BENEFITS
• Focus
• Effortless
• Productivity & Faster Time to Market
• Innovation, Creativity & Invention

Being in the Flow Zone allows you to silence the inner critic in your head and take it offline to a place of
timelessness where you effortlessly unlock motivation. This reveals a sudden understanding of the
knowledge inside of you that was previously out of reach. Being in your flow moves you from possibility to
probability to realize your fullest potential and course correct faster and with more agility.
“The Return on Investment is unbeatable!! Having Lynne on retainer month after month helped me
generate a whopping $1.4 Million in sales! I highly recommend working with Lynne
to increase your business.”
- Sam, Information Technology Sales Director- Fortune 1000 Tech Company
LynneBrodie.com

1-707-867-1157

The key to everything you ever wanted is inside of you.
Lynne Brodie International offers strictly confidential services to activate your internal flow so you can
grow personally, professionally, and spiritually. Custom programs are specifically designed for disrupters,
change agents, and top leaders in Fortune 500 and Fortune 1000 companies and beyond.
Being in your flow gives you direct access to the billions of hidden bits of information inside you. As a
result, you tap into heightened genius, are a conduit for innovative ideas, and are poised to invent new
products, and services. Accessing the Flow Zone positions you as a top leader and leads to:
• Increased earning potential and boosts in overall profit
• Enhanced personal impact and stage presence
• Accelerated brain power to access your best ideas
Discover what multi-million dollar companies know that helps multiply intelligence, dramatically increases
productivity, and opens channels of innovation to grow your triple bottom line. Choose from Individual
Flow Sessions, Interconnected Flow for Teams, Intercultural Flow Retreats, and Speaking Events. The best
way to experience the impact of activating full brain access is to schedule your Individual Flow Session.
To schedule your Individual Flow Session to activate full brain access,
call 707-867-1157 or email consult@lynnebrodie.com
About Lynne Brodie International
Lynne Brodie International is a firm dedicated to shifting businesses to include addressing the most pressing
concerns of society in their offers. Lynne activates your full brain access to get you into your optimal Flow
State so you and your business can up-level and expand into its truest meaning and purpose. Conscious
Capitalism = Business for World Good. World-renowned Strategic Visionary and Business Intuitive, Lynne
Brodie unlocks your full brain access in as little as 60 minutes and without mind altering substances or
psychoactive drugs. Lynne combines decades of business acumen and ancient wisdom with proprietary
energy techniques, spiritual awareness, neuroscience, quantum physics, and modern intellect. Her
proprietary process activates personal ‘flow’ and puts you ‘in the zone.’ Tapping into full brain access allows
you to lead from within and increase your triple bottom line by reconnecting with the deepest wisdom of
your soul. Lynne holds a BA in psychology, is an ICF credentialed Coach and has three decades of corporate
experience working for Fortune 500 companies. She has worked with thousands of clients worldwide on 6
continents, including industry leaders from companies like Johnson & Johnson, AT&T, SAP America, IBM,
Verizon, Re-MAX, National Public Radio, Boston University, Cincinnati Symphony, EarthLink, NFL Player
Benefits, and countless others.

Mission and Vision
Flow States for World Good
We believe it all begins with YOU. The end result of being in your Flow Zone is a positive focus on people
and planet first, in order to generate profit that leads to world peace. LBI shifts internal culture to one of
inner peace by tapping into the wisdom you were born with. This creates a ripple effect to transform you,
your relationships, your teams, your mission, your company, your town, your state, your country, your
continent, the World, and the Universe. World good and a peaceful existence begin with inner peace and by
blending conscious capitalism with the soul of business, we are one step closer to achieving this.
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